SCARP MASTERS PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS WHO ENTERED IN 2014

NOTE: THE SCARP MASTERS PROGRAM TAKES 60 CREDITS TO COMPLETE (including additional electives)

REQUIRED COURSES (All students must complete the following courses listed below):

- Plan 502 (3) Term 1  ♦ Introduction to Planning Theory and History (Erfan)
- Plan 506 (3) Term 2  ♦ The Legal Context of Planning (Young)
- Plan 515 (3) Term 2  ♦ Planning Research: Qualitative Methods & Research Design (Angeles)
- Plan 540A (3) Term 1  ♦ Omnibus: Becoming a Good Sustainability Planning Practitioner (Gurstein)
- Plan 548E (1) Term 1  ♦ Research Design and Quantitative Data Collection (Stevens)
- Plan 548I (1) Term 1  ♦ Quantitative Tools for Planners (Chang)

ALL STUDENTS MUST ALSO TAKE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING QUANTITATIVE COURSES

- Plan 548G (1) Term 1  ♦ Introductory Quantitative Data Analysis - required for students without previous Quantitative Methods (Stevens)
- Plan 548H (1) Term 1  ♦ Intermediate Quantitative Data Analysis - required for students with previous Quantitative Methods (Chang)

REQUIRED FOR STUDENTS COMPLETING THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY PLANNING (ICP) SPECIALIZATION

- Plan 548T (6) Terms 1 & 2  Indigenous Community Planning Field Studio (Cook) – required for ICP students in 2nd year

♦ These courses must be taken during the first year in the program

Choose and register in one of the following options by May 31, 2015 – the Research Supervisor form is due in the SCARP office by Sept 30, 2015:

- Plan 549C (12) Thesis
- Plan 547C (6) Project
  plus 6 (6) extra credits: Course #1 __________________________ Course #2 __________________________

Students must register in Plan 549C or Plan 547C in the first summer (beginning of second year) in the program and on a continuing basis throughout the remainder of the program.

REQUIRED COURSES  The distribution requirements are intended to ensure that all students have a minimum breadth in their knowledge of planning. Reflecting on the School’s focus on Sustainability Planning and its Vision – Sustainability through the democratization of planning

ALL STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO SELECT, IN CONSULTATION WITH THEIR ADVISOR, AT LEAST ONE COURSE FROM FOUR OUT OF THE FIVE DIMENSIONS OF PLANNING KNOWLEDGE LISTED BELOW:

---

**DIMENSION 1: ECOLOGY, RISK AND LAND USE**

- Plan 504 (3) Term 1  Ecological Context of Planning – Honey-Rosés
- Plan 548K (3) Term 2  Planning for Disaster- Resilient Communities – Chang
- Plan 590A (3) Term 2  Land Use and Environmental Policy – Stevens
- Plan 597 (3) Term 1  Planning for Water Resources – Honey-Rosés

**DIMENSION 2: TRANSPORTATION PLANNING & URBAN DESIGN**

- Plan 517 (3) Term 1  Theory and Methods of Urban Design – Senbel (required for Urban Design Students)
- Plan 579 (3) Term 1  Health & the Built Environment – Frank
- Plan 580 (3) Term 2  Introduction to Transportation Planning – Frank
- Plan 587A (3) Term 2  Introduction to Physical Planning & Urban Design – Villagomez (required for Urban Design Students)

**DIMENSION 3: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL PLANNING**

- Plan 538 (3) Term 1  Cross-Cultural Planning – Educating the Heart – McLaren & Edelson (required for ICP students)
- Plan 548B (3) Term 1  Social Learning Studio – Edelson
- Plan 548C (3) Term 1  Housing as if People Mattered: Social Factors in the Design of Medium-density family housing – Sarkissian
- Plan 548P (3) Term 2  Indigenous Community Planning – Erfan & Pointe (required for ICP students)
- Plan 548W (3) Term 2  Quality Proposals & Projects: Working Effectively with Non-Profit Agencies - Sutherland
- Plan 548Z (3) Term 1  Urban Food Systems Policy & Planning – Mendes
- Plan 583 (3) Term 3  Summer Housing Policy – Gordon

**DIMENSION 4: COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING**

- Plan 503 (3) Term 3  Strategic Planning for Sustainable Community Economic Development – Trousdale (required for ICP students)
- Plan 542 (3) Term 2  Practical Practice: City Planning as a Craft – Beasley
- Plan 572 (3) Term 2  Theory & Practice of Project Planning for Development – Leaf
- Plan 573 (3) Term 1  (Planning for) An Urban World – Leaf

**DIMENSION 5: PLANNING PROCESSES & ANALYSIS**

- Plan 548M (3) Term 2  Strategic Planning – McAfee
- Plan 548Q (3) Term 2  Indigenous Law – Reeves (required for ICP students)
- Plan 561 (3) Term 1  Urban Development Market and Financial Analysis – Wollenberg
- Plan 590B (3) Term 1  Plan Creation, Implementation & Evaluation – Stevens
- Plan 595 (3) Term 3  Summer Negotiation, Facilitation and Mediation: Principles & Practices – Erfan